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Statement of Confidentiality
The complete senior project report was submitted to the project advisor and sponsor. The results
of this project are of a confidential nature and will not be published at this time.
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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment
of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use
of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic
failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the
project.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this project was to create a unique SCBA (self-contained breathing
apparatus) for a firefighter named Chris Gauer. This prototype consists of a SCBA headgear
connected to a polycarbonate-formed stoma mask with a medical-grade sanitary silicone hose.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Sponsor Background & Needs
Chris Gauer is a firefighter stationed in San Francisco, CA, who has dedicated the last
several years of his life to serving his local fire department. He graduated from college with an
engineering degree, at which point he realized that firefighting was his real passion. After a few
years on the job, he was diagnosed with pharynx cancer. He went through the appropriate
chemotherapies and actually managed to go through remission. A few months later, however, the
cancer returned. Chris had no choice but to undergo a laryngectomy, which requires the removal
of his voice box, vocal chords, and other areas of his throat. His airway channels are separated so
that he now has to breathe through a stoma (a small opening in his neck) instead of his mouth
and nose. He now has to breathe through the stoma for the rest of his life.
Problem Definition
Chris is physically fit to return to work, but the current firefighter SCBA is not designed
to provide oxygen to his stoma. A new SCBA must be designed that will allow him to fully
perform his duties while providing enough oxygen to his stoma (see Appendices H & I for use
cases). The purpose of this project was to create a unique SCBA (self-contained breathing
apparatus) for Chris. This prototype consists of a SCBA headgear connected to a polycarbonateformed stoma mask with a medical-grade sanitary silicone hose.
Management Plan
Table 1 below shows each member’s role in the completion of the project.
Table 1: Team member roles
Client Contact, Engineer, Lab Technician
Engineer, Lab Technician
Engineer, Lab Technician

Zachary Wishbow
Jason Delgadillo
Aaron Wheeler
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An agenda was created to guide the completion of this project (see Appendix G for full
schedule). The agenda was followed until April, which is when several problems began to arise
in manufacturing and assembly that hindered the progress of the project. Compartmentalization
of the project was rejected as the design built upon itself. The team agreed to complete it together
in order for every member to have equal knowledge of the design.
The suggested budget for this project was $2000. However, there was not a maximum
budget implemented as this project directly affects an individual’s quality of life. Nevertheless,
the cost of this project was far less than the amount suggested.
Chapter 2: Background
Existing Products
This design does not have any competitors. The client, Chris, is in a unique position as he
is most likely the first active firefighter to have a stoma. According to Chris, there is a fire chief
that has a stoma but no longer fights fires. Firefighters who have throat and neck cancer usually
get it from smoking, at which point they are usually too old to continue on the job, so they retire
early or look for job opportunities elsewhere. Most firefighters (and victims of cancer in general)
do not recover as well as Chris did, especially considering that he underwent radiation therapy,
remission, relapse, and a full laryngectomy. Since Chris is the only firefighter (to date) that
requires a stoma mask that is compatible with his SCOTT (brand) SCBA, there is no company
interest from the manufacturer or competitors to manufacture this product.
The client created his own prototype of a stoma mask. Although his design provides air to
his stoma, it considerably restricts his neck and head movement, making it completely useless for
use in a firefighting situation. The prototype was analyzed for its strengths and weaknesses,
although there were hardly any strengths to his design.
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Applicable Standards
The mask still needs to be tested to NFPA Standards. The primary focus will be on NFPA
Standard 1981: Standard on Open-Circuit Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) for
Emergency Services. This standard provides a plethora of design requirements, including but not
limited to, 1) establishing Rapid Intervention Company Universal Air Connections (RIC UAC),
2) maintaining a face piece pressure greater than 0 inches water column and less than 3.5 inches,
3) successfully passing a flame test, 4) successfully passing radiant heat tests, and 5) successfully
passing brittle impact tests. This document will serve as the main guide for custom-building the
mask.
The fundamental goal of this project was the completion of a working SCBA adapted for
use with a stoma by a laryngectomy patient wishing to return to the Fire Fighting services. This
SCBA should provide full comfort and mobility of head, neck, and shoulders while providing
positive pressure air to the user. The device is required to pass the necessary NFPA testing
standards for PPE in structural fire situations in order to be implemented in the field. As such,
the NFPA standards discussed above must be met in order to consider this device a successful
product.
Chapter 3: Design Development
As previously mentioned, the SCBA should provide full comfort and mobility of head,
neck, and shoulders while providing positive pressure air to the user. The engineering
specifications for the product, including current targets, can be seen in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Design Specifications
Specification
Parameter
Description
1
Weight

Requirement
or Target
< 5 lbs

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

± 1.5 lbs

L

A,T,I

9
2

Modularity

3

Quality Fit

4

Implementation
Time

5

Communication
Capability

6

SCOTT-Pack
Compatible

7

Positive
Pressure
Shatter
Resistance

8

9

Volumetric
Flow

10

Heat Resistance

11

Biocompatibility

12

Low Air
Notification

> 2 modular
parts
< 10% leak rate

± 1 part

M

S

± 10%

H

A,T,I

< 20 seconds to
full
implementation
2-way radio
and person-toperson speech
Fits to standard
parts for air
supply
> 14.7 psi

Max.

L

T,S

± 10 dB

M

T,S,I

Min.

L

S

Min.

M

A,T,I

-Min.

H

T,I

- 15%

M

A,T

Min.

H

A,T,S

Min.

L

A,S,I

± 2.5%

L

A,T,S

2.4 ounce 1inch steel ball
dropped from
50 inches
100% flow rate
when
compared to
original face
mask
300 Fahrenheit
Non-reactive
with human
tissue
33% air in tank
remains

Discussion of Conceptual Designs
The process began with the analysis of applicable materials and safety codes for the
SCBA in a structural firefighting application. The SCOTT air pack was thoroughly tested and
measured as this is the base device from which any necessary modifications were made.
Individual materials were then tested for their potential viability as a solution.
The old prototype produced by the client was analyzed for its flaws and successful
features. The shortcomings of this device were noted, and an iterative design process began by
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making a new prototype with updated design considerations and materials. Individual
components were tested independently of the combined product to ensure functionality
functionalit at all
levels (full decision matrix can be seen in Appendix B). The individual components were tested
with the SCOTT air pack to ensure co
compatibility and proper function with the base design. This
prototype still requires testing according to NFPA regulations and other applicable codes.
Necessary modifications will be required before the client can return to his work.
work The individual
sponsor was instrumental in this project as the SCBA is custom fit to a single user. Fortunately,
his physical presence was not required often, as a mold of his neck was created..
Concept Selection & Justification
A decision matrix was created that divided our entire
tire design into subsystems. The
subsystems were divided as follows: stoma mask material, seal material,, straps, and tubing. Each
potential design solution was tested within its respective subsystem against the engineering
requirements made from deliberations with the client and NFPA 1981.
Table 3 shows stoma mask seal results from the decision matrix. Silicone is the preferred
material due to its high heat resistance, low reactivity with skin, and ergonomic seal.
Table 3: Decision matrix for stoma mask seal
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Table 4 shows stoma mask strap results from the decision matrix. The loop and pull buckle is
preferable due to its reliability, prevalence on existing SCBA systems, and low cost.
Table 4: Decision matrix for stoma mask straps

Table 5 shows results from the tubing subsyst
subsystem. The accordion style tubing lost in the decision
matrix due to its heat resistance and relativ
relative roughness.
Table 5: Decision matrix for stoma mask tubing
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Table 6 shows the materials considered for the final stoma mask. Polycarbonate seems to be the
best choice due to its numerous applications and familiarity as a material in comparison to Ultem
9085.
Table 6: Decision
cision matrix for stoma mask

The two tubing options that were considered were the CS1 Sanitary silicone hose and
FD1 silicone coated fiberglass hos
hose. Both of these options were tested independently for
verification.
Design Process: Milestones, Obstacles, Solutions & Lessons Learned
Milestones
The major milestones achieved were the successful creation of a vacuum forming device
to mold the poly-carbonate,
carbonate, the completion of several prototype masks that the client tested, the
requisition of a new hose material from the client, UL style testing of the materials used.
For the vacuum forming device a combination of lumber and silicone sealant was used to
create the main body. A flange was then attached to allow for the vacuum pump to draw the air
from the vacuum former box. The polycarbonate sheet was secured between an aluminum frame
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in order to prevent deformation or bending when the polycarbonate was pre-treated and preheated. The poly-carb was heated at 350º F for 15-20 minutes depending on pre-treatment
duration, the longer the pre-treatment at 250º F the less ductile the material and the more difficult
it became to form. By finding a balance of 25-30 minutes pre-treatment combined with a longer
pre-heat to the glass temperature a durable poly-carbonate stoma mask with minimal internal
bubbles was able to be achieved. It should be noted that the internal bubbles have a minimal
effect on the strength characteristics of the poly-carbonate and mainly affect the optical quality
of the mask.
Through the use of the vacuum former several, prototype masks were developed and
shown to the client. From these proto-types we were able to observe the necessary changes
needed to complete the finalized design for the client. The sealing method will need to be further
modified to allow for better contact with the clients skin, and some minor structural changes will
be made to the mask design itself to better accommodate the unique dimensions of his Stoma.
The hose originally selected for the prototype was unfortunately not able to be used for
the final designs. Instead a new hose material has been sourced from a competing fire-fighting
safety company MSA, this new hose material has a much higher flexibility than the originally
used sanitary silicone. Through the use of a better air-hose the routing of the air from the main
SCOTT mask to the created Stoma mask is much more flexible and less constrictive to the user.
The final attachment procedures must still be verified and tested.
For the UL style testing, the materials used for the stoma mask and seal were tested to see
what sort of burn rates and patterns could be expected. In the firefighting industry it is more
desirable to have a material burn rather than melt, as this helps prevent the fusion of materials to
human flesh in a worst case scenario. Both the polycarbonate and the silicone burn rather than
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melt, and self-extinguish with no additional aid in a manner of seconds. The visible degradation
of the material also occurs near the burned area, helping to identify which sections have been
damaged and should be replaced before further use of the product.
Obstacles
The earlier prototype masks will have to be modified in order to better accommodate the
unique anatomy of the clients neck. In the procedure of the stoma installation the client’s hyoid
bone, and voice box were completely removed giving the client a unique neck anatomy. In
addition to the alteration in anatomy from the removal of tissue, permanent synthetic material
was added which must be accommodated for in the design. The speech valve necessary for
hands free speech extended roughly an inch from the surface of the client’s neck, and must be
given adequate room within the mask to avoid injury or discomfort. An additional aspect of the
hands free device is the possibility that the pressurized airflow may possibly force the valve
closed, rendering speech impossible. Unfortunately this feature was unable to be tested as the
seal on the client’s neck requires additional modification.
With the neck seal, a thicker more flexible seal will have to be constructed in order to
fully secure to the clients neck and prevent any leaks. Currently the seal is incomplete and air can
escape in and out around the outside of the stoma mask. This will have to be remedied before
any testing on the neck valve situation, or testing in the working environment can be conducted.
The original hose procured for the system, took an extended period of time to arrive
severely limiting our abilities to test the hose. In addition the actual amount ordered and whether
or not fittings would be attached was not. When it arrived it was shorter than expected, and
roughly triple the quoted price. For these reasons, product procurement through that supplier
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was halted. With the new hose arrival additional testing can begin, and the validity of the hose
guaranteed.
Solutions:
In order to render better formed stoma masks, the duration of the pre-treatment has been
cut down to 25-30 minutes, which allows for some moisture to be driven from the Polycarbonate without losing the necessary ductility to form to the specified shape. In addition to the
shorter pre-treatment times, the polycarbonate was allowed to deform to a greater degree before
application to the mold. This allowed for better mold ability of the poly-carbonate as it had
transitioned further into a semi-amorphous state. Through this technique we were able to create
more exactly formed stoma masks for our client.
In order to improve and strengthen the seal, the same material will be used however
additional layers will be added. This will allow for the flexible high temperature silicone to
properly seal to the clients neck. By allowing for the material to run when in its liquid state, the
silicone can be formed around objects rather easily. This style of application can then be used to
create a U shaped edge seal, which should deform easily to the clients anatomy in order to
achieve a proper seal.
Due to the difficulties with the original hose supplier, efforts are currently being
undertaken to procure a better substitute from MSA, a fire-fighting safety company. This may
seem slightly odd since the remainder of our system is designed around SCOTT safety systems,
however since only the hose will be utilized, and modified, cross compatibility will not be an
issue. The new hose will allow for a much more flexible re-routing of the air supply, due to its
accordion style. This will also allow for the hose to be less intrusive to the client, as a shorter
length will be able to be utilized to re-direct the air.
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Lessons Learned:
In regards to the project, several valuable lessons were learned. First and foremost, the
value of the iterative design process was instilled, as the project required several revisions
throughout. Without the iterative design process the project would not have been able to move
forward. By learning from the mistakes made, and quickly altering the design, quick revisions
and new prototypes were able to be manufactured at a quick rate.
Another valuable lesson learned is the careful selection of suppliers when ordering
materials. With the hose supplier HoseCraft USA, a lack of respect and communication was
evident. It seemed that since the project was for a college basis and that the order was different
from their common dealings with businesses, the priority given was very low and almost no
positive communication was had with the company. Even when reaching out with the aid of Dr.
Laiho this pattern continued, although in a somewhat more polite fashion. This experience has
taught to expect some resistance when attempting unique and novel approaches to a given
problem. In addition sourcing the exact same part from several suppliers is an invaluable tool for
development and could have allowed this problem to be avoided. This is not always a feasible
option, making multiple design choices an important option.
The amount of time a project takes is also a valuable lesson learned, as the scope and
scale of engineering projects is often spread over several months or years. In the case of this
project the timeframe of 10 months went by incredibly quick, and the design and implementation
of the device could benefit from additional time to allow for more research and more iterative
solutions.
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Chapter 4: Description of the Final Design
Overall Description/Layout
The stoma mask itself has a curvilinear design to it, resembling the shape of a bifurcated
teardrop. This is to allow for additional clearance of the chin and upper neck while the head is
pivoted downwards. This is especially important when considering the additional distance that
the face mask adds to the anteversion and retroversion of the user’s chin. This shape also allows
for effective mounting of straps on both the upper and lower portions in order to guarantee a
tight seal.
Detailed Design Description

Figure 1: Top view of device design
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Figure 2: Front view of device design

The actual strap closure method is simply depicted as circles to allow for clarity in
regards to the mask’s shape and design. There is padding on the back section of the neck with the
straps running internally through it in order to provide a safe and comfortable closure method.
This allows for more effective padding and for the possibility of tucking any excess strapping
into the padding. This method is the standard method of affixation for the SCOTT system, which
the client is very familiar with.
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Figure 3: Side view of device design

The hose attachment method depicted is a rough representation of one of the two type of
attachments, which are physically similar in dimension but involve different methods of closure.
The first method of closure consists of brass NPT swivel fittings, properly sealed with Teflon
tape to prevent leaks. This is the method that was employed with the CS1 sanitary hose. The
second method of attachment, associated with the FD1 hose, is to use a flexible silicone sealant
combined with hose clamps to securely bind the ends. Both methods extend from the mask
roughly the same distance and allow for adequate hose fixation. These methods were used to
affix the hose to the stoma mask. The hose attachment method may also be mounted at a 90
degree angle from the opening in order to more directly connect the hose to the facemask hose
port.
Analysis & Modeling Results
The face mask itself is shown in a somewhat simplified manner since this piece of
equipment is already fabricated by SCOTT manufacturing. Other than the attachment of the hose
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fixation, no other modifications will be made to the face mask. A full schematic of the prototype
can be seen in Appendix C.
Cost Breakdown
As previously mentioned, the recommended budget for this project was $2000. All of the
costs associated with the completion of this project were as follows:
Item
Clay (25 lbs)
Plaster Cloth
Plaster of Paris
Polycarbonate (3 sheets)
Plywood
Pegboard
Heat Resistant Sealant (x3)
CS1 Sanitary Hose
Hose Clamps (x4)
Machine Hardware (screws, nuts, etc.)
Life Casting Platinum Silicone
Copyflex Liquid Silicone (2 lbs)
SCOTT air pack + mask

Cost
$20.00
$6.00
$6.78
$59.94
$9.00
$15.00
$20.91
$400.00
$3.92
$5.23
$45.86
$50.00
Donated

Total Cost: $642.64
The total cost was well under the recommended budget. The extra amount of money may be used
to provide additional supplies for the client.
Special Safety Considerations
There are numerous safety considerations that must be effectively addressed for the
product to be a viable solution. First and foremost, it must have a resistance to high levels of both
direct and indirect heat exposure in the firefighting environment. The air itself will be at a high
temperature, and objects in the environment will be at a really high temperature and should
contact occur will transfer heat directly. We will address this by making sure that all materials
used in the complete system will be heat resistant to at least 300 degrees Fahrenheit if not higher.
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In addition to the heat resistance for burning or melting we will also try to select materials with
poor heat conduction in order to better insulate the user from the heated environment.
The next main concern is that breathable air is supplied to the user at all times, and that it
has not been contaminated by any smoke. This is why a quality flexible silicone seal will be used
in order to prevent the entrance of smoke or other particulate matter into the users air supply.
This will also serve to prevent water and other debris from entering the user’s stoma, potentially
blocking it or introducing unwanted foreign bodies into the lungs. The positive pressurization of
the device also helps to actively prevent the entrance of smoke and particulates into the mask,
however due to its relatively low gauge pressure, between 0 and 3 inches of water, this effect is
somewhat minimal.
The possibility of impact is another concern for the system design. In the firefighters
environment the possibility for an impact occurrence is fairly high due to the nature of the failing
structure around them. It is for this reason that the polycarbonate will be used in order to
withstand moderate impact force and more importantly to prevent shattering causing lacerations
(see Appendix F for full analysis). The seal itself will also be semi-flexible serving to act as
padding to the neck in the event of an impact.
The materials in use are medically safe in order to prevent the release of any toxic
materials or potential bio-reactions. It is for this reason that all materials will be verified as nontoxic and skin safe, via the MSDS’s and personal verification by Chris, before any
implementation in the finished design. The materials must also be no-volatile and cannot release
any harmful agents when heated or expose to skin , sweat, water, or any other substance the
firefighter is likely to contact during their day to day routine. This will be accomplished by
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using medical grade materials whenever possible, and when not available, that proper
sterilization and skin contact testing have been done.
Maintenance & Repair Considerations
Ensuring that proper cleaning procedures are put in place is essential to ensure sanitary
conditions (refer to Appendix H & I).

Chapter 5: Product Realization
Manufacturing Process
Creating the stoma mask involved creating a vacuum former that would bend
polycarbonate into the desired shape. The following is a summary is how the manufacturing
process worked. Full details on individual steps can be seen in Appendix C.
A vacuum former was created using plywood, pegboard, and heat resistant sealant. A
hole was drilled in the front piece of the former in order to allow a connection to a vacuum
pump.

Figure 4: Vacuum former
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Several pieces of polycarbonate were cut into 12” x 12” sheets. These dimensions matched the
dimensions allowed by the vacuum former.

Figure 5: 12” x 12” polycarbonate sheets

A vacuum pump was then attached to the vacuum former. A mold was placed in the middle of
the vacuum former to allow the polycarbonate sheet to bend over it.

Figure 6: Vacuum pump attached to vacuum former

A polycarbonate sheet (held in place by aluminum frames and bricks) was placed in the oven at
350 degrees F.
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Figure 7: Polycarbonate sheet in oven

Once the polycarbonate sheet drooped at least halfway past the bricks, the sheet was taken out
and placed on top of mold, making sure to pressure-fit it into desired shape.

Figure 8: Pressure-fitting into desired shape

The polycarbonate sheet was allowed to cool once the desired shape was obtained.
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Figure 9: Allowing polycarbonate sheet to cool

The desired shape was marked and cut to obtain the stoma mask.

Figure 10: Stoma mask cut out

A 1 ¼” hole was then drilled in the middle of the stoma mask in order to allow hose attachment.
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Figure 11: Hole drilled in stoma mask

Liquid silicone was applied around the stoma mask. The silicone was then allowed time to cure.

Figure 12: Liquid silicone around stoma mask
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Figure 13: Stoma mask with cured silicone

Deviations from Initial Design
The original design of the stoma mask was a thermoformed tear-drop shaped mask with a
taper towards the chin of the user. A seal was planned to be made using premixed RTV silicone
sealant pressed into a mold. The idea was to connect a silicone hose from the unused accessory
port of the SCOTT face piece to a hole in the stoma mask using brass fittings and hose clamps. A
stainless steel reinforced silicone hose and fiberglass hose coated with silicone were both ordered
for implementation to the device.
The final stoma mask shape has deviated from a tear drop shape to that of a stubby
cylinder of height 1.25-1.5”. The client has indicated that this is the shape that will work best
with his stoma. The diameter of the cylinder is about 3” across. The silicone used to create the
stoma mask seal has been swapped after unsuccessful test trials. A food-grade two part silicone
mold mix (CopyflexTM) that works in temperatures up to 450°F was used. The fittings have been
slightly changed to include SCOTT manufactured flanges, but brass fittings may still be used.
Stainless hose clamps were purchased and implemented, but the design will be upgraded to quick
release clamps. The client and group members are dissatisfied with the steel enforced silicone
hose and desire to swap it out with an unbraided or accordion silicone hose.
Recommendations for Future Manufacturing
It is suggested that the team spends more time with the client in order to make a final clay
model of the stoma mask. There were several difficulties in finding the right geometry for the
client. Once the clay model is finalized, it would be best to create a silicone negative mold of the
clay model. The silicone negative mold would allow the client to pour reproducible plaster
copies of the original clay model. Two important manufacturing tips for thermoforming the
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polycarbonate stoma mask are to place 2” cubed spacers beneath the mask model, and to dry the
polycarbonate sheet in the oven at 250°F for 30 minutes (to avoid water bubbles in the
polycarbonate.)
It was only recently realized that the best method for creating a smooth and quality
silicone seal is by making a clay model of it first. Once the clay model has hardened, one team
member creates a plaster negative mold by coating the clay seal model with plaster infused cloth.
The plaster is allowed to harden, and then the clay model is removed. The stoma mask seal
negative mold is filled with silicone, and the stoma mask is pressed into the mold before the
silicone cures. The stoma mask adheres to the silicone well when the outer perimeter of the mask
is roughened and when small through holes are drilled along the perimeter.
The client supplied the team with an accordion style hose to replace the hose used in
previous iterations. The client desires a flexible, sanitary hose; therefore, the use of a silicone
hose is recommended. Once the group and client have settled on which hose to use, the stoma
mask, facepiece, and hose can be assembled. Pressure fits, brass fittings, and quick release
stainless hose clamps should be used to connect the pieces of the assembly.
Cost Estimate for Future Production
The following is a cost estimate for future production:
Table 7: Cost Estimate
Cost Estimate for Future Work
Lexan
$78
Copyflex
$34
Hose
$400
Stainless Clamps
$80
Brass fittings
$50
Scott/MSA accessories*
$300
$942
Σ

*Unsure of exact accessories so high cost estimate.
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Chapter 6: Design Verification & Testing
Test Descriptions
The final device underwent four tests: two melt tests, an air test, and a modified UL test.
Due to time constraints, there was not enough time to perform further testing of the device. In
addition, the final product will need to pass all of the ANSI and NFDA tests required by the fire
department.
The first melt test involved testing the silicone mold to analyze how well it performs in
extremely hot temperature conditions. A piece of cured silicone was held at a safe distance and
was exposed to direct high intensity flame. The flame duration period was timed in order to
determine the UL rating. Time and qualitative observations were recorded.

Figure 14: First melt test

The second melt test involved testing the stoma mask to analyze how well it performs in
extremely hot temperature conditions. The stoma mask was held at a safe distance and was
exposed to direct high intensity flame. The flame duration period was timed in order to
determine the UL rating. Time and qualitative observations were recorded.
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Figure 15: Second melt test

The air test involved testing the face mask, hose, and stoma mask for functionality and
possible leaks. The face mask, hose, and stoma mask were all attached and wore by one of the
group members. The air pack was turned on, and the equipment was checked for any leaks.
For the Modified UL test, material samples were collected from extra scrap material or a
small batch was made specifically for the testing. This allowed for the material to be tested
without compromising or damaging any of the proto-type iterations. The material was
suspended in a vertical configuration then set alight. The material was then extinguished and relit a second time in accordance with UL style testing. The time to self-extinguish was then
measured, and visual observations of the burn behavior were taken. In order to pass the material
could not drip and flaming material and had to self-extinguish in a maximum of 60 seconds in
accordance with UL rating 3. In this case the polycarbonate self-extinguished in an average of 4
seconds with no flaming drips corresponding to a UL rating of 1. The flexible silicone seal
achieved a slightly lower rating of UL 2, due to its self-extinguishing time of 20 seconds on
average.
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Test Results
The first melt test resulted in an absence of flaming drips, with the product burning rather
than melting. It took 20 seconds for the silicone mold to self-extinguish. There was discoloration
at the sites of direct flame exposure, but the rest maintained its original color.
The second melt test also resulted in an absence of flaming drips, with the product
burning rather than melting. It took 3 to 5 seconds to self-extinguish. Flexural rigidity remained,
but there was a slight loss of ductility.
The results for the modified UL test are shown in Table 8 below:
Table 8: Modified UL test results
Material/Run
Polycarbonate 1
Polycarbonate 2
Polycarbonate 3
Silicone Seal 1
Silicone Seal 2
Silicone Seal 3
Polycarbonate Avg.
Silicone Avg.

Time to Self-Extinguish
5 Seconds
3 Seconds
4 Seconds
22 Seconds
18 Seconds
20 Seconds
4 Seconds
20 Seconds

UL Rating for Run
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2

As far as the air test, all of the equipment successfully passed the air test. No leaks were
detected.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
The most current prototype design is composed as follows: the main SCOTT SCBA,
unaltered in function, is used in its regular fashion for the air supply to the main mask. The
SCOTT AV 3000 series mask was modified to accept the secondary air hose by removing one of
the voice transducer panels and using the open accessory port to attach the hose. The secondary
air hose supplies the pressurized closed circuit air stream from the SCOTT pack to the stoma
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mask. The stoma mask itself is constructed of a hard polycarbonate shell with a flexible silicone
seal for the neck and a SCOTT webbing system for securing it to the neck.
In addition to our own tests, the client will have to beta test the designs in the controlled
firefighting training exercises done at his firehouse. It is through this method that any flaws or
features which may have not been foreseen due to lack of personal firefighting experience on
behalf of the group will be identified. These beta tests should begin slowly and build in intensity
and danger slowly to avoid any injury due to a potential failure during the testing stages.
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Appendix B: QFD, Decision Matrices

SCBA MOD

Stoma Mask
Natural Rubber
Seal
Neoprene
Kevlar
Stoma Mask Snap Buckle
Straps
Loop & Pull Buckle
Elastics
Stoma Mask

Polycarbonate
Ultem 9085

Accordian
Stoma Mask
Silicone
Tubing
Stainless Steel

S

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S

+
+
S
S
S
S

+
S
S +
+ +

S
+

S
S

+
-

Specification Weighting Check

100

11 0 27 19

S
+
S
S
S
-

+
-

Total Score

8

Weighted Sum S

6

Weighted Sum -

7

7

S

Weighted Sum +

9

No physical limitations

9

Very compatible

5

Z88.2 ANSI

8

Realtive Roughness

+

Speak conversationally

11

S

Greater than atmospheric Pressure

12

Needs yearly service

7

Can dissassemle

3

< 10% airflow lost

Put on in <20 seconds

8

S

>300 degrees F

>2 Moduar Parts

Specification Weight
Silicone

< 5 lbs

Potential Solutions
(From Convergent
Thinking Exercise)

Best Benchmark from QFD

System
Functions

Engineering Requirements

11
18
12
0
0
0
18
23
0

0
5
0
12
0
19
0
7
0

15
8
22
30
42
15
20
8
8

16
15
19
-3
13
-15
24
18
2

7 0 20 13
12 7 8 7
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Appendix C: Final drawings (schematics, software diagrams, part drawings, bill of
materials)
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Hose Clamp
ASI 502 Silicone sealant
Brass gas fitting
CS1 Sanitary Silicone HP
FD1 Fiberglass Coated Silicone
Swivel fitting
Teflon Gas Tape
Hose Clamp
ASI 502 Silicon Sealant
Polycarbonate sheeting 18X24"
ASI 502 Silicone sealant
SCOTT kevlar securing straps
Gasketed mounting screw
INFERNO Torch
SCULPEY 1.75 lb
14in1 Putty knife
DUROCK 3x5 sheet
12X12" Tile
*3 ft of hose and full polycarb sheet
* 3ft of hose and full polycarb sheet

Details
Two Clamps to attach hose (Option 2) (X10 per box)
Flex seal for Hose and Stoma mask
Crow foot universal fitting
High pressure siliconce Hose 1" ID 3 ft length (option 1)
Coated ehxaust/vacuum tubing (12 ft.)
Brass threaded swivel
Teflon tape to seal threading
Hose Clamp to secure tubing (see above)
Sealant from Same tube as before
0.093" thick, used for slumping mask
Flexible seal for polycarbonate/neck interface
Standard SCOTT Kevlar securing straps for masks
Gasketed mounting screw that secures straps X4
Roofing torch used to slump and heat test
Clay used to create general shape for molding
Used to cut cement board
Cement board for flame resistant work area
tiles used as weight/ worksurface for molds X2
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Appendix D: Manufacturing Procedure
Supplies: Earthen clay, plaster, plaster impregnated cloth, cup of water for wetting plaster cloth,
0.09” thick polycarbonate, circular saw to cut polycarbonate, oven, rectangular bricks, broken
brick spacers (2-3” square), vacuum former table, leather gloves, permanent marker, rotary tool,
diamond tipped cutting bits for rotary tool, sandpaper (optional), silicone mold for stoma mask
seal (CopyFlexTM), power drill, drill bits to cut 1.25” and 9/64th holes, Kevlar straps, Scott
facepiece, knife or razorblade to cut rubber flange, brass transfer fitting, two stainless steel hose
clamps, silicone hose
Safety Precautions: Always wear safety glasses when using power tools and only use them in a
manner consistent with the manufacturer’s instructions. Use the oven responsibly. Don’t leave
unattended polycarbonate in the oven. Remove objects from the oven wearing leather gloves.
Keep plaster and silicone mixture from eyes.
Manufacturing Procedure:
Step 1.) Make clay or plaster model of stoma mask. Allow clay or plaster to fully dry.
Step 2.) Make a clay or plaster model of the seal intended for the stoma mask. Allow model to
dry completely.
Step 3.) Using wetted plaster infused cloth coat clay/plaster mask seal. Allow plaster to dry
completely.
Step 4.) Remove the clay/plaster mask seal model from plaster negative mold.
Step 5.) Smooth plaster negative mold with additional plaster. Allow plaster to dry completely.
Coat internals of negative mold with silicone mold release.
Step 6.) Cut 12 inch square sheet of 0.09” thick polycarbonate.
Step 7.) Remove manufacturer’s films from the sheet. Place the sheet between aluminum frames
included with the vacuum former assembly.
Step 8.) Place two clay bricks in the oven spaced 13 inches apart. Preheat oven to 250⁰F.
Step 9.) Once the oven is preheated place the sheet and frames in the oven for at least 30 minutes
to rid the sheet of moisture.
Step 10.) After the 30 minute prebake, turn the heat up to 365⁰F. Keep the sheet in the oven for
10-15 minutes. The sheet should sag until almost touching the oven’s rack.
Step 11.) Place a brick riser (2-3” square) on the center of the vacuum former and then the mold
on top of the riser.
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Step 12.) Turn on vacuum and remove frame and sheet from oven. Line up the seal on the frame
with the seal on the vacuum former. Wearing leather gloves press polycarbonate to mold. The
polycarbonate will lose its flexibility within 2 minutes once removed from the oven.
Step 13.) Using a permanent marker draw an outline of the bottom edge of the clay/plaster mold
of the stoma mask.
Step 14.) Remove the sheet from the frame. Using the rotary tool equipped with a diamond
tipped cutting bit cut the sheet along the outline made in Step 9.
Step 15.) Ensure that once the polycarbonate stoma mask is cut from the sheet the mask will sit
relatively flat on a level surface. Clean the cut of debris and roughen the perimeter of the cut
with the rotary tool or sandpaper.
Step 16.) Drill 1/8th inch through holes along the perimeter of the mask near the cut. There
should be at least 4 holes.
Step 17.) Mix thoroughly two equal parts of silicone enough to fill plaster negative mold to a
depth of 0.1”. (CopyFlexTM) Fill plaster negative mold with silicone and allow silicone to set for
four hours.
Step 18.) Mix thoroughly two equal parts of silicone enough to fill remaining depth of plaster
negative mold. Pour silicone into plaster negative. Center stoma mask with plaster negative and
press the mask into the negative. Allow silicone to cure. (4 hours)
Step 19.) Remove mask and seal carefully from plaster negative mold.
Step 20.) Drill 1.25” center hole on mask. Drill four 9/64th holes around perimeter of stoma mask
to connect Kevlar straps to stoma mask.
Step 21.) Secure stoma mask and Kevlar straps utilizing the four 9/64th holes and bolts and nuts.
Step 22.) Remove cap on unused accessory port of Scott face piece.
Step 23.) Place brass transfer fitting in accessory port and secure.
Step 24.) Collect rubber flange from removed unused accessory port. Cut rubber flange down to
allow maximum clearance within stoma mask.
Step 25.) Pressure fit rubber flange onto 1.25” center hole on stoma mask.
Step 26.) Pressure fit one end of silicone hose onto brass fitting on facepiece and tighten
connection with stainless steel hose clamp.
Step 27.) Pressure fit other end of silicone hose onto rubber flange on stoma mask and tighten
connection with a stainless steel hose clamp.
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Appendix E: Vendor supplied component specifications and data sheets

Pictures below models anticipated brass fittings.
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Appendix F: Detailed Supporting Analysis
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Appendix G: Gantt Chart & Management Plan
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Appendix H: Use Cases
USE Case #1
Case: Initial Donning, Pre-air hookup
Step 1.) Make Sure Stoma is ready/ unobstructed
Step 2.) Make Sure Stoma Mask is ready/unobstructed
Step 3.) Loosen Straps pulling mask and over-head until proper placement on neck is
achieved
Step 4.) Adjust straps to desired tension
Pre-Condition: Stoma Mask is NOT connected to airflow yet, ambient air drawn through
opening/hose
Post-Condition: Attach hose to main Mask/ activate pressurized air supply
USE Case #2
Case: Cleaning/Maintenance
Step1.) Detach hose and check connection threads/ tape
Step2.) Inspect threads and hose for signs of wear
Step 3.) Look through length of hose to ensure no obstructions
Step 4.) Using “Cleaning solution” gently wipe clean inside and outside of mask and hose
Step 5.) Allow all pieces to dry completely before re-assembly
EXCEPTIONS:
EX Step 3.) Should wear be evident replace fittings, hose, or necessary part immediately.
Pre-condition: Dirty/ post use scenario
Post-condition: Store and use as needed
USE Case #3
Case: Emergency Response to Chris
Step 1.) Remove Chris from immediate harm (I.E. trapping object/situation) and
extricate from building
Step 2.) Once in a safe area loosen neck straps of stoma mask allowing stoma to be
uncovered and natural airflow to occur
Step 3.) Shut off SCOTT Pak air supply valve
Step 4.) Remove SCOTT face mask from Chris, followed by stoma face mask by pulling up
and overhead carefully
Step 5.) Perform CPR and first aid as necessary, keep in mind only air route to lungs is
through stoma
EXCEPTIONS:
EX Step 2.) If straps unable to be loosened/are bound, cut free using safety belt cutter or
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EMT shears
Pre-condition: Chris is injured/disabled and in need of rescue
Post-Condition: Receive any necessary medical care
USE Case #4
Case: Air Supply from SCOTT Pak is interrupted
Step 1.) Signal to fellow firefighter that Air supply is interrupted
Step 2.) Join SCOTT tanks together using rescue air attachment
Step 3.) Extricate from building/situation as soon as possible
Step 4.) Once clear of Danger remove Stoma mask, begin to breathe normally and
remove remaining SCOTT Gear.
Step 5.) Inspect all equipment and establish cause for sir supply failure
Step 6.) Repair/replace damaged parts or equipment, proceed to clean and inspect all
other equipment in order to ensure no other failure will occur in the near
future.
Pre-condition: In use
Post-Condition: In need of repair/replacement
USE Case #5
Case: Air Supply sharing to another firefighter *DO NOT ATTEMPT UNTIL TESTED FOR SAFETY*
Step 1.) Signal to fellow firefighter that you can supply him rescue air.
Step 2.) Attach SCOTT rescue hose from your tank to his
Step 3.) Extricate firefighter from building As soon as possible
Step 4.) Remove stoma mask when in safe location, breathe normally
Step 5.) Detach rescue hose and check remaining oxygen supply
Step 6.) Assess with other firefighter health and medical needs
Pre-condition: Firefighter in need of assistance due to SCOTT Pak failure
Post-condition: Return to normal duty/ refill tank as necessary
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Appendix I: Use and Assembly/Disassembly Instructions
Phase 1: Preparing the SCOTT Mask and Stoma Mask
Step 1.) Take SCOTT face mask and remove voice transducer from preferred side, Note: if a
Radio connection is present on mask use other port.
Step 2.) Once voice transducer is removed ensure that airpath into inner nose/mouthcup is
unobstructed and clean.
Step 3.) Ensure that the stoma mask is clean and that the flexible silicone seal is not cracked or
showing signs of wear, if it is replace the flexible seal (See: Seal replacement below)
Step 4.) If the neck webbing is not already installed, place the gasketed screw male ends
through the webbing D rings, or attachement holes and place threaded portion through hole in
Stoma mask. Note: make sure to align the straps so they do not cross.
Step 5.) Place the female ends of the gasketed screw attachments onto the male ends and
tighten with fingers initially, then using a Torx bit tighten until the gaskets are firmly seated.
Note: DO NOT overtighten, this may cause damage to the gasket and shorten its lifespan.
Step 6.) Depending on Hose to be used, and affixation method see desired section below
Phase 2A: attaching the CS1 Hose
Step 1.) Place the brass male stud end of the threading firmly into the SCOTT accessory port
opening, ensure that you feel the stud grip the rubber housing. Note: a small amount of silicone
may be applied to the stud to help ensure an airtight seal, if so make sure to let silicone cure
before proceeding.
Step 2.) Place the brass swivel fittings into the hose ends and secure according to manufactures
instructions.
Step 3.) If stoma mask is not already tapped with male NPT threads do so, matching the
standard TPI for the 1” fittings.
Step 4.) Apply Teflon gas tape to the threads of the brass fittings according to Teflon tape
manufacturer specifications (Normally 3 wraps for a 1” diameter).
Step 5.) Secure the brass fittings together using hand tension at first, followed by a wrench until
fittings are firmly seated. Note: DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN, doing so can cause damage to the brass
fittings resulting in leaks.
Phase 2B: attaching the FD1 Hose
Step 1.) Ensure that the hose mounting section of the stoma mask and SCOTT mask are both
clean and dry.
Step 2.) Loosely place hose clamp onto both hoses and slide inward one to two inches initially.
Step 3.) Place a small amount of Silicone sealant around the openings and firmly press hose
over protrusion and into Sealant.
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Step 4.) Slide the hose clamps down to the section of hose covering the protrusion and firmly
secure the hose clamp.
Step 5.) Place an additional bead of silicone sealant around the end of the hose to ensure a
tight seal to the mask.
Step 6.) Allow the silicone to fully cure, then check for any leak. Should a leak be found fill the
gap with additional silicone sealant and allow to fully cure.
Maintenance and repair:
Seal Replacement:
Step 1.) Using a sharp hobby knife make cuts perpendicular to the masks face in 1-2 inch
increments. Note: Caution should be used when handling the hobby knife
Step 2.) Using a firm grip or pliers, grasp the segments and peel them off of the polycarbonate
Step 3.) Should any fragments remain carefully place the flat of the blade against the mask and
carefully slice away the remaining silicone.
Step 4.) Using a padded vice, or stand place the stoma mask with the side to be sealed face up,
and carefully apply the silicone sealant to the edge of the polycarbonate. Note: Ensure that the
bead runs onto both sides of the polycarbonate in order to ensure a quality seal.
Step 5.) Allow sealant to cure fully, then perform a qualitative leak test before returning the
mask to service
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Appendix J: FMEA

Quality Tools
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
Description

Instructions

Learn More

This template illustrates a Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis (FMEA), also
referred to as a Potential Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis (PFMEA) or Failure
Modes, Effects and C riticality Analysis
(FMEC A). A detailed discussion can be
found at www.ASQ.org

● Please follow the link for detailed
instructions for data entry

To learn more about other quality tools, visit the ASQ
Learn About Quality web site.

● Initiate action to reduce the RPN
● Re-evaluate the RPN value after
completion of the recommended
actions

Learn About FMEA

Learn About Quality

FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
Item:
Model:
Core Team:

Process
Function

Responsibility: Core Team
Firfighting SCBA
Prepared by: Core Team
Current
Jason Delgadillo, Aaron Wheeler, Zachary Wishbow
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and Leak ing
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9
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check s
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Client
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Looseing
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and Leak ing
limited air
intak e

9

user error

2

Instructions in
use given

FMEA number:
123456
1 of 1
Page :
FMEA Date (Orig):2/24/2015
D
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t
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c

R
P
N
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3
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Check for secure
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3
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P
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Hose
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impact
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during use
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debris
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4 firefighting safety 10
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practice avoiding
falling objects
while wearing
system
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padded case
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threaded
fittings
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assembly
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threading
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Appendix K: DVP&R and Test Procedures
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Testing Verification Procedure
Firefighting SCBA team: Aaron Wheeler, Jason Delgadillo, Zachary Wishbow
Verification Plan 1: Measurement of Mass
Supplies: Digital or spring scale with a loading capacity of at least 6.5 LBS and sensitivity of 0.5
LBS, appropriately sized weighing boat (6 inch square at least)
Safety Precautions: Do not breathe on scale, wind will affect data collected.
Test Procedure:
Step 1.) Collect assembly
A. Stoma mask

B. Stoma tube

C. Brass fittings (2)

Step 2.) Locate dry, level, low-wind surface.
Step 3.) Turn on scale.
Step 4.) Tare scale if scale doesn’t auto-tare.
Step 5.) Place assembly on weighing platform.
Step 6.) Check overhang of assembly. Assembly should only be in contact with only weighing
platform.
Step 7.) If overhang is in contact with a surface that isn’t the weighing platform remove
assembly from platform. Place weigh boat on platform and tare. Place assembly in weigh boat
and check for overhang.
Step 8.) Wait for scale to settle on a reading.
Step 9.) Wait 3 seconds and record weight to the tenths place.
Step 10.) Pick up assembly from weighing platform and return it to its previous location. Check
overhang
Step 11.) Repeat steps 8-9
Step 12.) Repeat steps 12
Step 13.) Repeat steps 8-9
Analysis: Record identifying features of scale (serial number). Record 3 weight samples.
Cleanup/Disposal: Stow assembly and scale in a safe place.
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Testing Verification Procedure
Firefighting SCBA team: Aaron Wheeler, Jason Delgadillo, Zachary Wishbow
Verification Plan 15: Hose abrasion Test
Supplies: Leather gloves, Safety Glasses, 80 grit sandpaper, 1” Diameter dowel rod, Camera,
Paper and pencil,1ft Hose sample, Clamping method, Designated work surface.
Safety Precautions: Always wear leather gloves when handling the sandpaper and abraded
hose. Wear safety glasses at all times during the test. Check the manufacturers MSDS before any
testing in order to ensure no hazardous materials will be released during the test. IF Hazardous
material will be released follow manufacturer or OSHA guidelines for handling if risk is minor
(I.E. minor skin irritation, minor particulate release). Should the risk be higher, re-develop this
test plan to control the hazards of the specific hose to be tested.
Test Procedure:
Step 1.) Select the hose to be tested and acquire a 1 foot section. If cutting is required follow
manufacturers recommendation for proper cutting.
Step 2.) Inspect the hose section for signs of wear, fatigue, or damage. If any are present select
another 1 foot section of hose for testing.
Step 3.) Firmly secure the hose sample on both ends such that there is less than 1” slack in the
one foot length.
Step 4.) Photograph hose sample before any further testing for future comparison.
Step 5.) Put on the leather gloves and safety goggles. Ensure that the work area is clear of any
objects or people that could potentially be harmed.
Step 6.) Wrap 80 grit sand paper around the Dowel rod, and using moderate force abrade the
center of the hose pulling towards yourself for 5 passes. The amount of force and physical
mechanism is similar to that of opening a door.
Step 7.) Record the number of total passes and photograph if significant visual change in the
hose.
Step 8.) Repeat steps 6 and 7 until the hose is abraded through.
Step 9.) Record the number of passes to achieve failure for the section of the hose.
Step 10.) Repeat steps 6 through 9, 3 inches from the center on both sides. Record these values.
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Step 11.) Average the 3 values to find the average number of passes to failure, and compare to
selection criteria.
Analysis: Record all pictures and the average number of passes to cause failure in the particular
hose section. In addition keep the abraded section of the hose and label it with the test # and date
conducted. Compare the sample tested to the required limit and other hoses being considered.
Cleanup/Disposal: Sweep or vacuum all dust from the work area when finished with testing.
Ensure that the waste material does not need to be disposed of in a special manner by consulting
the MSDS for the product. Remove the used 80 grit sandpaper from the Dowel rod and dispose
of in trash. Keep the Dowel rod for future sample testing, if the rod has become damaged place
in an available wood scrap bin or trash can. Once the area is clean remove the leather gloves and
safety goggles and store them properly.
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Test Procedures: Impact testing (Modified ANSI Z87.1 2010)
Supplies: Object to be impact tested, safety glasses for all conducting experiment, secondary
impact barrier, such as a face shield, also recommended. Leather gloves, long pants, durable
closed toe shoes, 500 g pointed steel weight, 1” diameter steel ball, tape measure, mounting
surface preferably model head, 200g weight tipped with needle, 0.25” steel ball, slingshot or air
cannon capable of 150 fps, camera, safe work area away from public, shop blankets or towels,
cardboard box.
Safety Considerations: Since all of the impact test involve weighted or high velocity object
moving it is important to observe all safety procedures. First and foremost ensure that the testing
area is free of bystanders and any equipment that could potentially be damaged by the moving
objects. Make sure to wear safety glasses at all times, and the secondary protection when
conducting the velocity impact tests. Hang the shop blankets around the model during impact
testing in order to catch any possible ricochet from projectiles. Inspect any firing mechanism
such as slingshot or air cannon before use to ensure that it is completely operational. Before
release of any object whether dropped or fired make sure there is no individual downrange of the
object and to clearly and loudly state “Planning to test all clear” make sure any other testers are
clear of the area. Then declare “Firing One” when release is occurring, and “All clear” once
projectile has ceased motion completely. If projectile testing is too dangerous for conditions
conduct drop testing only.
Testing Procedure 1: High Mass
Step 1.) Firmly secure the Stoma mask to the mounting surface, preferably a model mannequin
head. Place the mounting surface on the ground or other firm flat surface close to ground level (<
1’).
Step 2.) Place shop blankets around the mounting surface to help catch the weight after impact.
Step 3.) Measure 50” from the surface of the stoma mask vertically, and hold the 500g pointed
weight at this position. If possible mark this location for future reference.
Step 4.) Proceed with release declarations stated in safety consideration section and drop weight.
Step 5.) Once weight has stopped moving remove from impact area and inspect Stoma mask.
Step 6.) Stoma mask has passed high mass test if no piece detaches, no fracture occurs, and all
pieces are retained in their place.
Step 7.) Photograph results for later reference highlighting the impact area.
Step 8.) Repeat test additional 9 times (10 runs total) and compare results for any deviations.
Additional runs can be performed if desired.
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Testing Procedure 2: Drop Ball
Step 1.) Firmly secure the Stoma mask to the mounting surface, preferably a model mannequin
head. Place the mounting surface on the ground or other firm flat surface close to ground level (<
1’).
Step 2.) Hang shop blankets around the mounting surface in order to help catch the steel ball
after impact.
Step 3.) Measure 50” from Stoma mask surface, and bring the 1” steel ball to this height.
Step 4.) Proceed with release declarations stated in safety considerations section and proceed to
drop steel ball.
Step 5.) Once steel ball has stopped moving remove from impact area and inspect stoma mask.
Step 6.) Mask has passed drop ball test if the material does not fracture, and all elements of the
mask remain in place.
Step 7.) Photograph results for later reference highlighting the impact area.
Step 8.) Repeat test additional 9 times (10 runs total) and compare results for any deviations.
Additional runs can be performed if desired.
Testing Procedure 3: Low mass piercing weight
Step 1.) Firmly secure the Stoma mask to the mounting surface, preferably a model mannequin
head. Place the mounting surface on the ground or other firm flat surface close to ground level (<
1’).
Step 2.) Hang shop blankets around the mounting surface in order to help catch the piercing
weight after impact. NOTE: The piercing weight is tipped with a sharp needle, be extremely
careful when dropping.
Step 3.) Measure 50” from Stoma mask surface, and bring the piercing weight to this height.
Step 4.) Proceed with release declarations stated in safety considerations section and proceed to
drop piercing weight.
Step 5.) Once piercing weight has stopped moving remove from impact area and inspect stoma
mask.
Step 6.) Mask has passed piercing test if the material remains un-penetrated.
Step 7.) Photograph results for later reference highlighting the impact area.
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Step 8.) Repeat test additional 9 times (10 runs total) and compare results for any deviations.
Additional runs can be performed if desired.
Testing Procedure 4: High velocity test
Step 1.) Firmly secure the stoma mask to the mounting surface, preferably a mannequin head.
Place the mounting surface on the cardboard box.
Step 2.) Hang shop blankets behind, and to the sides of the mannequin head in order to help
catch the 0.25” steel ball.
Step 3.) Set up air cannon ensuring that manufacturer’s instructions are followed, or prepare
slingshot arrangement 10’ from the stoma mask. Ensure all testers are wearing secondary
protection and if possible are also behind a physical barrier. This is done in order to help prevent
ricochet from reaching the testers in the event the ball bounces back towards the testers after
impact.
Step 4.) Proceed with the release declarations stated in safety considerations section and proceed
to release high velocity projectile.
Step 5.) Once steel ball has ceased moving approach stoma mask and inspect.
Step 6.) Stoma mask has passed the high velocity test if no fracture occurs, all pieces remain in
place, and the steel ball does not reach the area of the stoma through ricochet or other means.
Step 7.) Photograph results for later reference highlighting the impact area.
Step 8.) Repeat test additional 9 times (10 runs total) and compare results for any deviations.
Additional runs can be performed if desired.
Analysis: Compiling the data from all the tests ensure that the mask passes all tests a minimum
of 9 of the 10 times. If any failures did occur closely inspect and try to determine cause of
failure. Record all photographs for future reference along with recorded data from testing.
Cleanup: Sweep and clean testing area ensuring that no material was left behind in the event of
mask failure. Return all tools to proper locations. Recycle of store cardboard box as desired.
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Testing Verification Procedure Cyclic loading
Verification Plan 16: Cyclical Tensile Loading
Supplies: 2 Skate wheel bearing, 1 ft. Hose sample, Clamping method, wood board, dowel rod,
bolts sized for skate bearings and matching thread nuts.
Safety Precautions: Be careful when rotating the hose on the mount, if it slips loose it could
cause injury
Test Procedure:
Step 1.) Select the hose to be tested and acquire a 1 foot section. If cutting is required follow
manufacturers recommendation for proper cutting.
Step 2.) Inspect the hose section for signs of wear, fatigue, or damage. If any are present select
another 1 foot section of hose for testing. Photograph hose section for future reference before
testing proceeds.
Step 3.) Firmly secure the hose sample on one end in the clamp securely, ensuring not to crush
the hose in the process.
Step 4.) Attach the other end of the hose to one of the bearings using a pressure fit method, it
may be necessary to temporarily embed the bearing into a dowel rod in order to match the inner
diameter.
Step 5.) Attach this bearing surface to the outer edge of the wood board cut into a circular
pattern, then support the wooden disk on the second bearing mounted in the center.
Step 5.) Rotate the wheel for approximately 1000 revolutions observing the hose while doing so
for any signs of wear or failure.
Step 6.) Observe the hose after 1000 revolutions. Record any signs of wear or damage to it.
Photograph the hose to catalog for later review
Analysis: Record all pictures and any signs of wear or damage to it. Make sure to inspect it
carefully for any sign of wear throughout the hose
Cleanup/Disposal: Remove the hose section from the clamp, and sweep the testing area. Return
all tools used to their proper place.

